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COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A, J. Tenzir

The RAND Corporation, Santa Hlonr¢., C2lifornia

The RAND Corporation'• Cost Analysis D)epartunt bAs !or the at

12 years provided many answers concerning the econcim.c impact, 5, 10,

or 15 years into the future1 , of altertiative miitpry plans. Inevitably

involved in these alternative plans has been unrcertainty, in varying

degrees and taking many forms. For example, there is asways uncertainty

involved in predicting a future threat, uncertainty as to tho origin,

time, and extent of the threat -- but threat analysis is nonethel.ess

fundamental tc military planning. There is also uncertainty -,ssociated

with the design of a weapon system to meet a threat with reaard to

equipment performance, reliabilityand operations. Finally, there is

uncertainty associated with the ability of the cost analyst to trans-

late the design of the weapon eystem into a statement of resource

requirements and costs.

In this presentation I shall try to thow that cost sensitivity

analysis can provide a meaningful method for handling uncertainty.

I shall also attempt to show that cost sensitivity analysis can be

used to compare alternat;ive w..pons configuraLion and cperationof

plans.

Broadly, cost sennitivity ;:•is ip the process of determining

how variations in the configurt-.m ' a weapon system affect the

weapon systez resou:c• rŽequiremw_, p t c'x. This is accomplished by

varying the major design and operation•,i i,4reaters cver their relevant

Any views expressed In this papez arc those of the authcr. Thev

should not be intergreted as reflecting the :.t1s of The MIDA (cr.or•ioD
or the official opinion or policy of any of izs fovernentil or privv,:e
research sponoors. Papers are reproduced by 7W, L CorpoutIn s
courtesy to mm~bers of its staff.



ra~ges *a* at a tiLae and then measuring avid presanting the effect of

- Aach cihaxie upoU the total systemt cost.

tv-orerto 51,Amcstrate %"w coft nansnitivity Ainal-ys't, is pe rformed,

I -hove prepred an illustrallon iia.'g oue weapon sy~tex and its coat. I

This i.llustraition -begins b~y h~ypothesizing a s-T41firant 4.o ;ý-ote~it

the-couttaontal Un&ted Stat#.a-4gainot a threat of- a subuartne-launched

ba1l~lt~l rnlssiie attack. We 'ran &ssuue that k- y *eager Informtion
~xi~ contrni3 t -Laid mii number of submiarine* and missgiles that

vq- 4d wk up.e threat, Vot nuut therefore deduce the tactiz#1

opAtions avautitshe -to -a-potent ial enemy by va iun -the operations of

oi~ omn sabumrine float As a ~s~

Chart 1 is- a sip ol. the continental United- Stftets; th6 shat.d

avesa eztends o&ppxa:1"-tly 1OGW al 'Av from ei.ther sahre. Ai an

Iintt~al step toward dcsi~iingv a syateiu, we will assme thtthe
aiission vi-11 be to provide defene6. against SL~fs (and the jubmearines

thiat carry th") IA this shaded a..Ami we progreiss we will. ex~afae,

Sg otk things, t!: oenesitivity of tosts to thJin ispoI'tant

a3slaptiOV,

We vent to Investigate the use of a varnied aircraf t-9 functioning

as a tontinuotusly Qirborne missile-la-uaching platform, as the central

component of tlh@ systeaw for perfomring this mission~. The payload of

the aircraft wilt consist of various c'~mbinaticins of missiles and

ulectrontes equipment, one of which- iis illustrated in Chart 2. Once

the radar aboard the airborne platform detecto, an SLEK, the air-

launched missiles will inte~rcept it during-the boost phase of its

trajectoiy (4ojet interecept). Chart 3 illustrate* ovP Variation Of

this system. In this case, the air-launched missile intercept~s the4

SLM4 after cut-off anC during the aid-courso phase of its trajectory.

Ch~arz 4 'Illustrates another vatiation, a counter-battery capability.

Here, the facc thct a missile has been launched from a submarine ito

observed on the aircraft radar, but, rather than attecpting to

Teetactical ept ions vould b~e bosed upon an eetimate of the
eavability of our-passive dztection system to detect and localize
mnamy svbmariaes0
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intercept the missile itself, it directs its attack against the latuching _g

submarine. For our purposes today, we can assume a weapons capability

which includes both terminal defence against the SLM (boost intercept)

and the submarine (counter battery).

tavIng first chosen a weapons capability, our next task is to

decide how this weapcn will operate to perform our mission. We must

then model or fully describe all the activities included in the per-

formance of our missi a n sn that we car- prepare a list of all the resources

required, and the costs.

If we limit our examination to the number of aircraft required for

the time being, I think I can illustrate this modieling technique with __

the next chart.

Chart 5 shows aircraft cycle time ia tero= of the system activities

that must be performed by or on each aircraft in the syste. By "cycle 0-"-

time" I mean, of course, the tize sp~ut by an aircraft from the beginning

of one mission to the beginding of the next. Part of the cycle time is

spett in ground activity, which -- it should be noted -- contributes no

useful input to our mission. But neither does all of the cycle time

that the aircraft spends airborne. In fact, only the effective time on

station can be considered as a useful mission input.

As can be seen, the remainder of the airborne time is consumed in

transit and depends directly on the distance from base to station and

the speed of the aircraft. Ground time is spent primarily in two kinds

of activities: (1) on-loading, off-loading, and general pyeparation of

the airctaft for its sortie, and (2) performing the required maintenance

to ensure safety of flight. While vw have discussed airborne time and

&ro,.md time separately, it should be noted that they are significantly

interrelated. The time required for maintenance depends on what needs

to be done and the resources available for doing it. The amount of

maintenance required per cycle is related to (1) the fact that there has

beuin a sortie and (2) the number of hours flown.

Using this model of aircraft activities we can begin to investigate

some aspects of our weapon syptem. We can see that the longer the

effective time on-station becomes in relation to the total cycle time,

the more efficient (and probably less costly) our weapon system would be.
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Aircraft endurance is the performance parameter which would have the

greatest effect upon the ratio of effective time to cycle time. By endur-

ance I mean number of bours which an aircraft could remain continuously

aloft.

In Chart 6 the number of aircraft required to perform the 1000-mile

area coverage mission is plotted against aircraft endurance. The most

interesting aspect of the curve is that within the endurance ringe from

8 to 24 hours, the number of aircraft required by the system ia extremely

sensitive to even small changes in endurance. Beyond 24 hours this

sensitivity is greatly reduced, as you can see by the flatness of that

segment of the curve.

In Chart 7 we see the use of the same curve as in Chart 6 in order

to relhte ranges of endurancc hours to aircraft type.

Circle 1 (8-18 hours) represents the current jet transport. Within

S this range slight changes in endurance have major effects on the number

* of aircraft required.

Circle 2 (18-40 hours) represents a small long-endurance aircraft

(LEA) about the size of a C-135, designed for maximm endurance. It

would require only a minimal RID effort.

Circle 3 (40-60 hours) represents a large LEA, about twice the

size of the small LEA. It, too, would require little state-of-the

art advancements in engine design or airframe fabrication.

Circle 4 (60-80 hours) represents an advanced LEA. It would be

about the same size as the large LEA, but would require an extensive

RA) program. Such an aircraft might include new regenerative turboprop

engines and an airframe fabricated with laminar flow control devices.

From this ch'rt one might conclude that the small LEA is an

optimal choice for our defense mission. We shall examine and consider

other factors affecting this choice later in the presentation.

Chart 8, which shows the number of aircraft once again as a function

of endurance hours, attempts to illustrate the savings that a change in

the maintenance policy might yield in reducing the number of aircraft

required by the system. The curves that we have exmined thus far were

based on a single shift maintenance policy. Here we see the effect of

going to a 2-shift or to a 3-shift or around-the-clock maintenance
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policy. In absolute number of aircraft required, the greatest

reductions resulting from the change in policy occur for the range of

aircraft endurance from 8 to 18 hours. Beyond 18 hours the relative -

savings are essentially the same, but the absolute increment of air-
craft saved becomes much less. As before, It appears that if we are

in the position of hav'iag to rely on relatively short-endurance air-

craft, the ntmber of aircraft required is extremely sensitive to

variation in some ef the operational parameters. Chart 9 shows the 2
percentage of the fleet airborne as a funqtion of endurance hours.

Thio is another way of representing the number of aircraft required by

our weapon system. In this particular illustration, we have attempted

to display the effect upon the number of aircraft required, of changes

in the tim2 per sortie devoted to on- and off-loading missiles. Where

endurance is limited (8 to 18 hours), the savings that could be

expected from reducilng the time required to perform these operations

are significant, As the endurance hours are increased, however, the

value of the gains accruing to the system as a result of spending loss

time on these tasks is decreased.

In Chart 10 system costs are introduced for the first time.

System costs *re plotted against endurance hours Lu order to determine

the effect on system costs of changes in the endurance of the specific

aircraft under consideration for this mission. For this illustration

total system costs are defined as the sum of the costs c-f reseurch and

development, initial investment and five years of operation. We can

see that the shape of this curve is about the same as the curve itu

Chert 6 where the number of aircraft, rather thsn system cost , was

plotted against endurance hours of the aircraft. Such slalarity 14

the shape of the curves indicatee that the number of aircraft and

costs are directly related for uacb caue considered la our i1XustTr'itni.-

In Chart 11 upe have added two adcltional cqrves to the one hAich

appeared in Chart 10 -- bricketirg the 1000-Vile coverage, ctkrv wvith

curves which represent the Pystem cost sotimtj of ved•tng 0o a

500-aile or extending out to a 1500w-ile defenre zone covtragt. As

was mentioned at the very begtnzUag, the decision to cover an- &ta

extending 1000 alies from * Ichx coast was an arbitrary one and was
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releted to an estimate of the range of the SLM aGainst which we might

have to defend. We now vant to indicate to the d=cisiovmker

this is ar. area ou uncertainty, and indicate the effect upon costs of
this uncertainty. If, or when, we are faced with a threat greater

than that implied by the 1000-mile coverage we see that an aircr&ft M

with greater endurance becines even more actructive thaa wt initially

visualized, It can also be seen that as the range requirement is

extended to 1500 miles, the curve becomes asymptotic to the vertical axis

at about 10 hours. This means that for such 1500 mile coverage, an

aircraft with only 10 hours' endurance would spend all of ito time

going to and from the patrol station, and rould, therefore, contzibute

little to the performance of our mission.

Another major area of uncertainty which, we can explore ir. our

cost sensitivity analysis has to do with the deployment tactics

* available to our adversaries. We are uncertain as to our own subm*rine

detection capability in distant time periods, and uncertain about the

capability of our enemies to avoid or spoof our detection systems. If

we were assured of a high probability of detection of the enemy's

submarines, we could assune that he would be forced to disperse his

submarine fleet. However, if we admit a very lou probability of

detection, we are forced to examine an enemy deployuent which could

include submarine wolf packs. In such a u'.tuation we may be forned

to increase our defensive firepower per patrol station as much as

three times more than originally expected. The effect of this kind

of uncertainty is shown in Chart 12, which exm=1,s total system costs

as a function of the size of the defense zone &*A presents the efiect

Son the system cost cf inc'.eased firepower requirements.

We not only exploie the effect upon system cost of uncertaint7 4
regarding the threat, but al&o the effect upon systea cost of possible

stste-of-the-art advatcements in our own equipment design ad "fevelop-

ment. This, 'Lo, can be illustrated by hypothesising a possible growth

Sversion of our own terminal defense system (vtssiles and radors).

In Chart 13 we have presented the required number of aircaft ou

3 patrol as a function of the extent of the defense woee coverage. tha

uppe,: curve, which is called "boost intercept coverage,'; represents phe
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capability of our system up to now, or our "A" model. The lower curve

represents a new confiSaration identified as the extended boost inter-

cept coverage and would be our follow-on system or "B" model. We can see

that as the defense zone is increased beyond 1000 miles the new capa-

bility would substantially reduce the required numbe. of aircraft on

patrol and hence the system costs. Without even estimating the cost

to develop, procure, or operate a weapon system with this new capa-

bility, we can still point out that technical tesearch pointing to such

a capability may offer a substantial economic payoff for our mission.

Chart 14 presents a somewhat different kind of sensitivity analysis.

Here we see not total cost but cost per pound of payload on station as

a funct.on of total weight of the mlissiles carried by each aircraft on

patrol. In this analysis we examine the effect upon cost when we trade

off fuel for payload in each of the types of aircraft under considera-

tion. When we look at the conventional jet aircraft we find that a

50,000-lb missile payload results in the lowest cost per pound on

station. For the small long-endurance aircraft, the lowest cost per

pound is achieved at about 75,000 lb, and for the large long-endurance

aircraft it is achieved at about 125,000 lb of payload. What is of

greater significance, however, is that the costs risa substantially

for both the conventional jet and small long-endurance aircraft if we

are forced to double the firepower. However, for the large long-

endurance aircraft we can see a substantial area of insensitivity on

a cost-per-pound basis to the payload weigbt requirement. Thus, a

couclusion can be drawn that since there is much uncertainty with

-.egard to firepower and coverage requirement, what we really require

from our aircraft is flexibility. Flexibility can only be achieved by

use of the large long-endurance aircraft Lor this mission. It is, of

course, nct suggeared that the role of the coat analyst include making

recomaendations of a technical nature; however it is the cost analyst's

responsibility to ascertain and analyze feasible equipment alternatives.

In addition to the variety of cost sensitivity analyses that have

been presented so far, Chart 15 offers another kind which the decision

maker may also find useful. It has to do with a parameter that has

not yet been mentioned -- TIU, which for some plans may be the most

-. . . . -=-•-
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critical factor. A military decisionmker may not always be as

concerned with total system costs as he is with -osts over time.

Not only does time affect the flow of costs, but it is also anr

important consideration in assessing the probable effectiveness of

the new capability as it is phased into our operational forces. Note

that after our decision to begin the definitional phase of our system,

8 years will have elapsed before we can expect it to be in full
operation. 

o•--

In conclusion, let we point out the uaJor benefits which can

result from use of cost sensitivity analysis. First, a cost analyst

can point out where costs are relatively sensitive (or insensitive)

to the value of particular parameters. Even more useful would be to

point how within a particular range of values costs do not change

signifLcantly, while just beyond that range the costs rise sharply.

This process can point out technical areas of potential high payoff

in both equipment design ane system operations.

Finally and most Important, a cost analyst can provide, using

sensitivity analysis, some quantitative values to the various form

of uncertainty with which he must constantly deal in preparing his

cost estimate.

TmI


